The lipid/protein interface as a target site for general anesthetics: a multiple-site kinetic analysis of synaptosomal Ca2+-ATPase.
There is a long-standing controversy on whether membrane lipids or proteins are the target for general anesthetics. The plasma membrane-associated Ca2+-ATPase of synaptosomes has recently been established as a model system for general anesthesia, the protein interior being the proposed target site (M.M. Lopez, D. Kosk-Kosicka, J. Biol. Chem. 270 (1995) 28239-28245). Multiple-site kinetics is now applied as a mechanistic tool to analyze inhibition by organic solvents and general anesthetics. A close fit to the experimental data points was achieved using the complex equations for a competitive displacement of lipid activators from multiple sites on the protein surface. Inhibitor dissociation constants were about 1. 6x105-fold higher than the microscopic lipid dissociation binding constants that are derived here for the first time. Binding of lipid therefore is by -7.1 kcal/mole favored over that of the tested inhibitors. The latter are nevertheless effective because in the model used displacement of only few of the lipid solvation molecules cause complete inhibition. The lipid/protein interface rather than protein or lipid alone appeared to be the anesthetic target site.